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	A completely revised and updated edition of the BusinessWeek bestseller on effective, modern marketing and PR best practices, The New Rules of Marketing and PR shows you how to leverage the potential that Web-based communication offers your business. Finally, you can speak directly to customers and buyers, establishing a personal link with the people who make your business work.


	This new second edition paperback keeps you up-to-date on the latest trends.

	
		New case studies and current examples are included to illustrate the very latest in marketing and PR trends.
	
		Completely updated to reflect the latest marketing and PR techniques using social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube
	
		Includes a step-by-step action plan for harnessing the power of the Internet to communicate directly with buyers, increase sales, and raise online visibility
	
		David Meerman Scott is a renowned online marketing strategist, keynote speaker and the author of World Wide Rave, from Wiley



	The New Rules of Marketing and PR, Second Edition gives you all the information you need to craft powerful and effective marketing messages and get them to the right people at the right moment-at a fraction of the price of a traditional marketing campaign.
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Linux Desktop HacksO'Reilly, 2005
With hacks that any user can follow, Linux Desktop Hacks demonstrates how easy it is to  modify Linux to suit your desires. The book is packed with tips on customizing  and improving the interface, boosting performance, administering your desktop,  and generally making the most out of what X, KDE,...
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Computational Methods for Single-Cell Data Analysis (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	This detailed book provides state-of-art computational approaches to further explore the exciting opportunities presented by single-cell technologies. Chapters each detail a computational toolbox aimed to overcome a specific challenge in single-cell analysis, such as data normalization, rare cell-type identification, and spatial...
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Practical Python Data Visualization: A Fast Track Approach To Learning Data Visualization With PythonApress, 2020

	I have been working with the Python programming language for more than

	15 years now. I have used it for a variety of tasks like automation, graphics,

	Internet of Things (IoT), and data science. I have found that it is a very

	good tool for generating scientific and data-driven business visualizations.

	It takes fewer lines of code...
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Strategies for Information Technology and Intellectual CapitalInformation Science Publishing, 2007
"Due to the increasing importance of the intangible assets of a company, firms are now concerned with how best to manage and measure knowledge and other intangibles. In addition to this, information technology has drastically changed the way these measurements are managed.    Strategies for Information Technology and Intellectual Capital:...
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Building Database Driven Flash ApplicationsFriends of Ed, 2003
Want to combine Flash programming with Web back-end databases directly,  skipping an intermediate layer of programming? This book will demonstrate how!  The authors explain techniques for utilizing Flash presentation capabilities  with the power of back-end databases, step by step. 

Authors Darin Beard and Noel Jerke also provide...
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Saving Time and Money Using SASSAS Institute, 2007
When selecting a technical book for myself I tend to choose one where there are lots of examples and sample code snippets that I can use and adapt for my own development projects. I wanted to write a book that I could use for reference myself, so I have tried to make sure there are code snippets wherever possible.

Instead of licensing...
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